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NIDCAP improves brain function and structure in preterm
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Objective: The effect of NIDCAP (Newborn Individualized Developmental
Care and Assessment Program) was examined on the neurobehavioral,
electrophysiological and neurostructural development of preterm infants
with severe intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR).

Study Design: A total of 30 infants, 27–33 weeks gestation, were
randomized to control (C; N ¼ 17) or NIDCAP/experimental (E; N ¼ 13)
care. Baseline health and demographics were assessed at intake;
electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
at 35 and 42 weeks postmenstrual age; and health, growth and
neurobehavior at 42 weeks and 9 months corrected age (9 months).
Results: C and E infants were comparable in health and demographics at
baseline. At follow-up, E infants were healthier, showed significantly improved
brain development and better neurobehavior. Neurobehavior, EEG and
MRI discriminated between C and E infants. Neurobehavior at
42 weeks correlated with EEG and MRI at 42 weeks and neurobehavior
at 9 months.
Conclusion: NIDCAP significantly improved IUGR preterm infants’
neurobehavior, electrophysiology and brain structure. Longer-term
outcome assessment and larger samples are recommended.
Journal of Perinatology advance online publication, 2 February 2012;
doi:10.1038/jp.2011.201
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Introduction
Experience in the newborn intensive care unit (NICU) alters
development.1,2 Of the 4.3 million annual births in the US,
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12.7% are premature;3 of these, 30% were intrauterine growth
restricted (IUGR).4 IUGR preterms show increased mortality
and morbidity, along with brain changes and developmental
disabilities (>50%).4,5 The Newborn Individualized Developmental
Care and Assessment Program (NIDCAP)6 reduces neurodevelopmental NICU sequelae, which was demonstrated in
randomized controlled trials.2,7 This study hypothesized that
severely IUGR preterms (<5% in weight and head circumference
for gestational age (GA)) receiving NIDCAP (experimental, E) show
better neurobehavior, electrophysiology and brain structure than
those receiving standard care (control, C).

Methods
Design
The longitudinal, two-group randomized controlled trial (blocked
by gender and ethnicity) was approved by the study settings’
Institutional Review Boards. Informed consent was obtained within
3 days postpartum using blinded randomization by pre-numbered,
sealed envelope method. All study personnel, except experimental
interveners, were blinded to group assignment.
Subjects
A total of 30 inborn, severe IUGR preterms were enrolled
consecutively after admission to the 48-bed level-III NICU. Mothers’
criteria included the following: Greater-Boston resident, X14 years
of age, no major medical/psychiatric illness or substance abuse,
telephone access and speak English. Infant criteria: GA (fetal
ultrasounds and/or GA assessment)8 26 4/7 to 33 3/7 weeks; IUGR
diagnosisFumbilical artery Doppler-flow (reversed, decreased, or
absent), and/or oligohydramnios/hypertension prompting delivery,
birthweight and head-circumference/GA <5th %;9 singleton or
twin/co-twin appropriate growth for gestational age (AGA); 5-min
Apgar X7; no chromosomal/congenital anomalies, infections, or
prenatal brain lesions; medically viable.
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Of all, 58 infants met the criteria, during September 2005 to
December 2008, 30 were enrolled (17C, 13E) and 28 declined
(Supplementary Figure 1). Declining and participating subjects
were comparable in IUGR criteria, GA, Apgar-5, gender and
singleton/twin status.
Control and experimental experience
C infants received standard care and E infants received NIDCAP
care6 (http://www.nidcap.org), implemented by two certified
NIDCAP professionals, psychologist SB and infant developmentalist
LL (Supplementary Table 1 details Standard (C) and NIDCAP (E)
care). NIDCAP extended from randomization to 42 weeks. To assess
the fidelity of NIDCAP implementation, before study onset three
NICU professionals, knowledgeable of staff developmental care skill
(DCS) levels, rated nurses’ DCS on a 0- to 2-point scale: 0 ¼ little
to no DCS; 1 ¼ moderate DCS; 2 ¼ high DCS. Score means were
used in case of rater discrepancy. Nurse DCS scores per shift were
assigned for all subjects’ entire hospital stay; mean percent time
(hours/week) of DCS scores per infant was calculated for group
comparison. A blinded observer (SK) measured developmental care
implementation (Template scores)10 for all subjects within 10 days
of enrollment (baseline; mean age 31 weeks, 4 ±17 days) and
Time 2 (34 weeks, 5±17 days). Significantly higher DCS score
percent care time and Time 2 Template ratings were hypothesized
for E infants compared with C infants.
Study time points and measures
Infants were assessed with regard to demographics at intake;
health and anthropometrics at intake, 42 weeks and 9 months;
electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) at 35 weeks (in-NICU) and 42 weeks (outpatient); and
neurobehavior at 42 weeks and 9 months.
Demographics, health and anthropometrics
Demographics, health and anthropometric indices were obtained
from medical charts; chest roentgenograms and head sonograms
by study radiologist review; and 42 weeks and 9 months health and
anthropometric indices, including Pediatric Complication Scale
Scores,11 by chart review, parent interview and direct measurement.
Neurodevelopment
Significantly better E infant neurobehavior, neurophysiology
and neurostructure outcomes were hypothesized at 35 weeks,
42 weeks and 9 months, compared with C infants.
Neurophysiology. At 35 and 42 weeks, the infants were studied
with 20-channel, Laplacian-referenced EEG, yielding a minimum
of 240 s artifact-free quiet sleep.12 Spectral coherence between
pairs of electrodes estimates cortical connectivity between brain
areas. A total of 40 coherence factors, derived from an independent
normative sample (N ¼ 312),12 were generated on the study
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sample’s 35- and 42-week data. Age-normed difference factors
were used for subsequent analyses.

Neurostructure. Infants underwent MRI without sedation
during natural sleep. A neonatologist monitored electrocardiography and pulse oximetry throughout scanning with a
1.5T Signa MRI (General Electric, Waukesha, WI, USA) at 35
and 42 weeks for the derivation of quantitative measures of brain
structure. Using previously validated methods,12 the volumes of
cortical and subcortical gray matter (cGM; subcGM), myelinated
and unmyelinated white matter (mWM; umWM) and cerebrospinal
fluid within the cranium, were determined to produce five
measures. For regional comparisons of the five tissue volumes,
they were subdivided into 16 anatomical landmark-specified13
regions of interest within the brain (Supplementary Figure 2).
The resulting 80 measures were factor analyzed before statistical
analysis. A total of 25 infants (13 C; 12 E) had motion-free
data sets.
Diffusion MRI (DMRI) was used to determine the measures
related to WM development and microstructural integrity.14 Average
mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) measures
were calculated per subject for 13 regions of interest of
developmental significance: Anterior (A) and posterior (P) limbs of
the right (R) and left (L) internal capsule (IC) (RIC-A; RIC-P;
LIC-A; LIC-P); genu, splenium and body of the corpus callosum
(CC); R and L cingulum; R and L frontal WM (FWM); and R and L
occipital WM. All 26 measures (FA and MD across 13 regions
of interest) were factor analyzed before analysis. At both time
points, 10 C infants and 8 E infants had artifact-free data.
The following MRI sequences (parameters) were used:
3D-SPGR (TR30/TE9, flip-angle 45, 0.78  0.78 mm in-plane,
1.5 mm contiguous slices, 10 min); T2-weighted fast-spin echo
(TE140, ETL 15, approximately 0.78  0.78 mm in-plane, 2 mm
contiguous slices, 6 min); and Echo Planar diffusion-weighted
images (B ¼ 750s mm2, 31 directions, 6 baselines, 2NEX,
0.86  0.86 mm in-plane, 2.5 mm contiguous slices, 11 min).

Neurobehavior. All infants were studied at 42 weeks with the
APIB (Assessment of Preterm Infants’ Behavior)15 and Prechtl
(Neurological Examination of the Fullterm Newborn Infant).16
A total of 22 APIB and 12 Prechtl summary variables,17 and
an additional 8 APIB/Prechtl factor scores, generated from a
normative sample (312 infants)12 were analyzed. At 9 months, 29
infants were assessed with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development,
Second Edition (Bayley-II).18 Mental and Psychomotor
Developmental Indices, age-equivalent difference scores, sensitive
to delay, and Behavior Rating Scale (BRS) sub-domain scores
(four) were used for analyses. All infants were studied
neurobehaviorally by a group-blind psychologist, H.A.
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Data analysis
The BMDP-2007 software (Statistical Solutions, Saugus, MA, USA)
was used for statistical analyses. Variables and factor scores by
domain were submitted to Multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA), variable contributions to post-hoc ANOVA. The
Brown–Forsythe test was used (F*-statistic), accounting for
unequal variances and nonnormal distribution; Fisher’s exact test
was used to compare proportions; and Pearson w2 test was used for
categorical data. Two-tailed P<0.05 were considered significant.
Power analysis indicated 85% power to detect a mean group
difference of 1.5 points on the primary APIB variable assuming a
pooled s.d. of 1.3 points (standardized effect size ¼ 1.5/1.3 ¼ 1.15)
using Student’s t-test (version 7.0, nQuery Advisor, Saugus, MA,
USA) for a sample size of 30 subjects (17 C and 13 E).
Discriminate function analysis with Wilks’ lambda after
jackknifing evaluated two-group classification success for 42 weeks
spectral coherence, MRI segmentation and DMRI, and 42 weeks
and 9 months neurobehavior factor scores. Canonical correlation
explored the relationship between the 42-week behavioral, and the
electrophysiological, MRI and medical/demographic background
factors; Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r)
explored the 42-week to 9-months behavioral factor relationship.

Results
Fidelity of experimental treatment
E infants received significantly more care than C infants from
nurses who had moderate or high DCS (w2 ¼ 11.09, df ¼ 2,
P ¼ 0.004; Supplementary Table 2). At baseline, Template rating
results showed no significant group effect (P ¼ 0.45). Independent
Time 2 Template rating results indicated overall significantly more
developmentally appropriate environmental structuring, bedspace
arrangement and direct infant care implementation for E infants
compared with C infants (Supplementary Table 3a and 3b).
Medical/demographics
Groups were comparable on all medical and demographic
background variables (P ¼ 0.45),19–22 and all 42-week medical
(P ¼ 0.91) and anthropometric outcome variables (P ¼ 0.72;
Supplementary Table 4).
Neurobehavior
Ages (weeks post menstrual age) at the 42-week assessment were
comparable (C: 43.28±1.54; E: 43.35±1.74; P ¼ 0.90). APIB
scores showed significant group effects (P ¼ 0.029; Supplementary
Table 5). E infants demonstrated significantly better motor
regulation and self-regulation scores than the C infants, similar
to earlier IUGR7 and AGA1 study findings. In contrast to AGA
infants, IUGR C infants did worse than AGA C infants and IUGR E
infants did better than AGA C infants yet worse than AGA E infants.

Prechtl scores did not differ (P ¼ 0.34). APIB/Prechtl factor
scores showed better E- than C-group performance (P ¼ 0.006;
Supplementary Table 6). Again, motor organization and selfregulation accounted for the difference. They also successfully
(80%) differentiated the two groups (Wilks’ Lambda ¼ 0.577;
P ¼ 0.0006). Thus, the 42-week neurobehavioral assessment again
documented E infants as significantly more competent than
C infants.
Neurophysiology
At the 35- and 42-week EEG assessment, ages also were comparable
(34.20±1.62 (C); 34.92±2.22 (E); P ¼ 0.33; 43.28±1.54 (C);
43.35±1.74 (E); P ¼ 0.90). Analysis of co-variance (age at
study) of the 40 coherence factors showed five significant group
differences: factors 9, 12, 15, 22 and 36 (Supplementary Table 7;
Figure 1), more than expected by chance. Supplementary
Figure 312 aids interpretation. For factors 12, 15 and 22, E infants
showed decreased coherence (green arrows), likely representing
the pruning of C-group hyper-connectivities; for factors 9 and 36,
increased coherence was observed (red arrows), likely representing
enhanced association-cortex connectivities. Supplementary Table 7
explains factor coherence loadings, group difference direction,
frequencies and electrode locations.
Four factors successfully (80%) differentiated C infants from
E infants (Wilks’ Lambda ¼ 0.489; P<0.001), i.e., coherence
factors 12, 36, 24 and 31 (Figure 1). Results indicate a general
E-group connectivity decrease (5/7 factors), also found in the
earlier IUGR study,7 in contrast to AGA study findings,1 which
demonstrated E-group connectivity increase. NIDCAP largely
appeared to reduce IUGR preterms’ presumably undesirable
over-connectivities, absent in AGA infants.
Neurostructure
Ages at the 35- and 42-week MRI assessments were comparable
(34.63±1.58 (C); 35.47±1.39 (E); P ¼ 0.15; 43.47±1.48 (C);
43.10±1.30 (E); P ¼ 0.50).
Tissue segmentation. C and E groups showed comparable total
intracranial capsule tissue volumes that increased significantly
over time, as did the five separate total tissue volumes; however,
by 42 weeks E infants showed a significantly smaller increase
than C infants in umWM volume (Supplementary Table 8).
A total of 11 regional tissue factors accounted for 91.57% of total
variance (Supplementary Table 9). The 11 factor scores revealed
significant group, time and group-by-time interaction effects
(Supplementary Table 10 for factors 1–5; factors 6–11 showed no
effects). Factor 1, cerebrospinal fluid, significantly increased in
both groups; factor 2, umWM, significantly increased for C infants
but decreased for E infants, whereas factor 3, cGM, increased for
both groups, yet significantly more so in E infants than in C
infants. Factors 2 and 11 successfully (74.1%) differentiated C
Journal of Perinatology
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Figure 1 EEG coherence measures at 42 weeks postmenstrual age: C ¼ 17; E ¼ 13. Head images correspond to coherence factors, top view, scalp left to image left; index
electrode and frequencies above head. Color regions: location, magnitude and sign (red ¼ positive; blue ¼ negative) of maximally loading coherence on factor. Color
arrows: direction of statistical association/difference (from E-group perspective; red ¼ increased; green ¼ decreased).

infants from E infants (Wilks’ Lambda ¼ 0.567; P<0.001). The
findings identified more mature (less umWM, more cGM) brain
structural development for E infants than for C infants.
DMRI. Five DMRI factors accounted for 81.2% of variance. MD in all
13 regions of interest loaded on factor-1; FA in 6 regions (LIC-A-P;
RIC-A-P; CC splenium and genu) on factor-2. The remaining
three factors were largely FA factors (factor 3: occipital WM-R-L, CC
body, FWM-R; factor 4: Cingulum R-L; factor 5: FWM-R-L, CC
body-MD). The five factors significantly differed between the groups
and changed over time. E infants’ MD (factor 1), already lower
than that of C infants at 35 weeks, decreased significantly more by
42 weeks than did that of C infants. In turn, FA (factors 2 and 3)
increased over time, yet without significant group difference,
perhaps because of the smaller DMRI sample size (Supplementary
Table 11).
Regional investigation showed significantly greater MD decrease
for E infants, indicative of better development, throughout internal
capsule (RIC-A-P; LIC-A-P; P ¼ 0.001; 0.01; 0.01; 0.02); CC
(CC genu and body; P ¼ 0.02; 0.001); and occipital lobe (occipital
WM-R-L; P ¼ 0.001; P ¼ 0.01). Factor 1 (MD, all regions) nearly
successfully (60.9%) differentiated C infants from E infants (Wilks’
Lambda ¼ 0.88; P ¼ 0.106).
Overall neurodevelopmental group classification
Four factors, identified by discriminate function analysis among
the three neurodevelopmental domains, successfully (88.9. %)
differentiated C infants from E infants (Wilks’ Lambda ¼ 0.297;
Journal of Perinatology

P<0.0004): MRI factor 2 (umWM), APIB/Prechtl factor 8
(self-regulation), coherence factor 31 (6 Hz (theta) mid-parietal
to left-central regions) and APIB/Prechtl factor 2 (motor system
disorganization).
Health, growth and neurobehavior at 9 months corrected age
Ages (months corrected age) were comparable (17C: 9.78±1.02;
12E: 9.70±0.85; P ¼ 0.82).
Health. At 9 months, E infants were significantly healthier
(MANOVA, P ¼ 0.047) than C infants, with better Pediatric
Complication Scale Scores11 (C: 91.94±21.64; E: 111.42±22.28;
P ¼ 0.03), fewer medications (P ¼ 0.05), severe illnesses
(C: 0.88±.99; E: 0.17±0.39; P ¼ 0.01), emergency room visits
(P ¼ 0.05) and less gastro-esophageal reflux (P ¼ 0.05). All
children received some mother’s milk by gavage feeding, bottle
or breastfeeding. Mother’s milk feeding durations (days) were
comparable across groups (C: 55.47±27.03; E: 57.54±38.27;
P ¼ 0.87).
Anthropometrics. Groups were comparable in 9 months
anthropometrics (P ¼ 0.46).
Neurobehavior. E infants scored significantly better on the
Bayley-II (Supplementary Table 12). The E-group mental
developmental indices exceeded that of the C group on average by
seven points. C infants scored 1.5 months below age-expectancy
(significant delay), E infants scored at age expectancy. Neither
psychomotor developmental index nor psychomotor developmental
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index age expectancy showed group differences. E infants scored
significantly better on the BRS in Emotional Regulation, Motor
Quality and BRS Total Score. Two Bayley-II factors (mental and
motor) explaining 82.13% of the variance demonstrated significant
group differences (P ¼ 0.03), and successfully (69.0%) differentiated C infants from E infants (Wilks’ Lambda ¼ 0.787;
P<0.011). E infants scored significantly better than C infants
on the mental factor (P ¼ 0.01), yet not on the motor factor
(P ¼ 0.51). Thus, at 9 months, E infants showed significantly
better health and neurobehavior. C (11) and E (15) infants
comparably attended Early Intervention Programs (P ¼ 0.561).
Relationship of neurobehavior with EEG, MRI and medical
background
Canonical correlation between APIB/Prechtl and spectral coherence
factors (N ¼ 30) was significant (P<0.00004). The higher the
left frontal to right parietal coherence (Coherence factor-8
(Figure 1)), the better pull-to-sit and attention performance
(behavior factors-6 and -7), in keeping with AGA-preterm
findings.1 Canonical correlation between APIB/Prechtl and regional
segmentation factors (N ¼ 27) was also significant (P<0.01).
The higher the cerebrospinal fluid level (segmentation-factor-11;
Supplementary Table 11), the poorer the motor system regulation
performance (behavior factor 8). The canonical correlation
between the APIB/Prechtl and DMRI factors (N ¼ 23) neared
significance (P<0.07). The higher the mean diffusivity
(diffusion factor 1 (MD, all regions)), the poorer the motor system
organization (behavior factor 1) and pull-to-sit performance
(behavior factor 6; Figure 2). Moreover, APIB/Prechtl factor 8
(motor system regulation) correlated positively with Bayley
factor 1 (mental developmental index; P<0.01). Medical and
demographic background factors (four factors accounted for
72% of total variance) showed no correlation with any of the
42-week or 9-month neurodevelopmental factors.

Figure 2 MD in corticospinal tract (internal capsule) at 42 weeks postmenstrual
age. Control infant on left, experimental infant on right. MD rendered onto
trajectories of the corticospinal tract, and color-coded from red (low) to yellow
(high). Brighter yellow: higher measure of MD; orange and red: lower
measure of MD.

In summary, behavioral function at 42 weeks showed significant
correlation to behavioral function at 9 months, surprisingly strong
correlation with spectral coherence, somewhat lower correlation
with MRI (smaller MRI-sample-size) and no correlation with
medical/demographic background.
Discussion
This is the second study to report NIDCAP amelioration of IUGR
preterm infants’ brain function disadvantages,7 and the first
study to report brain structure advantages. The results of both
studies consistently favored E infants over C infants.
In the current study, NIDCAP infants compared with
controls at 42 weeks again showed better self-regulation
(increased self-regulation signals, including hand-to-face and
hand-to-mouth, sucking, foot bracing and hand-grasping)
and motor system functioning (improved reflexes, cuddling,
crawling, modulation of movement, motor competence and
decreased motor stress signals), and at 9 months better mental
development, emotion regulation and motor quality. Spectral
coherences again indicated the decrease of multiple connectivities
between adjacent brain regions, whereas controls demonstrated
excessive broad-spectrum cortical coupling,7 likely due to multiple
pathological IUGR influences. Such pervasive aberrant connectivity
is reminiscent of overabundant yet inefficient neuronal
networks identified in learning-disabled children.23 Pruning
of over-connectivities may facilitate neurodevelopmental
differentiation and processing ease.
The NIDCAP-treated IUGR preterms also showed significantly
decreased umWM volumes and increased cGM volumes, which
substantiates their neurobehavior and spectral coherence
improvements. Last trimester brain development involves continual
growth of white and gray matter, with gradual umWM reduction
and proportional increase in cGM.24 Acceleration of this process for
the E group is further validated by the finding of significantly
decreased mean diffusivities throughout internal capsules, the
main cortical outflow regions; CCFgenu and bodyFthe major
bi-hemispheric connective tract; and occipital regions, important
visual and visual association cortical regions. Last trimester brain
development also includes oligodendrocyte proliferation, premyelin ensheathment of axons and myelination in different brain
regions at different rates.25,26 Accelerated reduction in mean
diffusivity is associated with improved long-term preterm infant
outcome,27 substantiating the E infants’ greater neurodevelopmental maturity and consistent with DMRI results for AGA preterm
NIDCAP infants.1 In addition, the AGAs showed FWM improvement
not replicated here, possibly because of the IUGR preterms’
prenatal compromise. The NIDCAP IUGR preterms’ occipital
findings, not investigated in the AGA study,1 may reflect NIDCAPrecommended systematic protection from bright light, possibly
resulting in enhanced visual cortical development. The NIDCAP
Journal of Perinatology
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effects on brain structure are consistent with reduction in cortical
over-connectivities and improved behavioral function, all indicative
of accelerated brain development. Thus, NIDCAP effects appear in
keeping with species-expected environment effects on cortical
development,28 which exceed mere environmental enrichment.29,30
Although NIDCAP by no means is a womb substitute, it may
be a faint approximation. The better 9-month mental and
behavioral performance holds promise for continued functional
improvement31,32 foreshadowed by the 42-week markers
of improved self-regulation and motor competence, and reduced
over-coherence. The improved 9-month health status was
unexpected. Perhaps NIDCAP facilitates gradual righting toward
pre-compromise health potential.
NIDCAP appears to help compensate for in utero and in-NICU
brain challenges for extreme IUGR preterms. Neither community
early intervention services nor parents’ socioeconomic status or
ethnicity accounted for the beneficial effects. Another study reported
promising preterm brain structure improvements in a mixed
sample of preterms based on the in-NICU-administered MITP
(Mother-Infant Transaction Program), which is theoretically
anchored in the NIDCAP model of development.33
The neurobiological processes underlying NIDCAP effectiveness
are speculative, which is a serious limitation of the study:
NIDCAP may reduce iatrogenic NICU damage by resetting the
NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) axis, lowered because of pain and
stressful NICU events, and causing inappropriate cell death and
excitotoxic damage, lower sensory and pain thresholds, increased
hyperreactivity and hypersensitivity,34–36 and release of braindamaging free radicals, advanced oxidation protein products
and total hydroperoxide. Furthermore, NIDCAP may prevent
deleterious abrupt blood-flow velocity changes, associated with
standard NICU care procedures and contributive to preterm infants’
diffuse brain damage.37 Animal model, larger infant sample
and longer-term outcome studies are recommended, as are studies
that begin in the delivery room when blood-flow velocity changes
are at their most extreme and IUGR-preterms at their most
vulnerable.
Conclusion
Despite significant in utero compromise due to severe IUGR,
preterm brain plasticity appears to prevail. NIDCAP, an
individualized behavior observation-based intensive care and
environment adaptation, significantly improved neurodevelopment
in terms of behavior, functional brain connectivity and brain
structure and health. Thus, NIDCAP might prove beneficial
also for other prenatally brain- and organ-compromised infant
populations.
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